
Manage easily all 
warehouse operations in 
your Microsoft Dynamics 
365 Business Central  
using an Android 
handheld device

IM WAREHOUSE

All the extensive warehouse functionality for  
basic locations, made simple and friendly using  
an Android device
Additional functionalities as packing list or directed 
purchasing orders included

Solution setup and user 
training made easy
There is no need of IS or logistics 
expertise to configure or maintain the 
application

Warehouse operations  
made simple
Manage warehouse purchasing, 
inventory, sales orders, picking, 
packing list, stock transfers, labeling 
and document printing in a safe and 
friendly way

Handheld device
IM Warehouse just requires an Android 
handheld device with barcode reader 
and wi-fi connection

Make life easier to your  
Shop Back Office Personnel
Optimize warehouse and backoffice 
activities for restaurants, supermarkets 
and all kind of retail shops with IM 
Warehouse, extend IM Warehouse 
functionality to all your company 
locations

Buy better and store quicker
Enhance your inbound and outbound 
time and accuracy for purchasing 
reception and customer delivery 
preparation

Enhance your delivery  
service ratios
Optimize your warehousing operations 
and fulfill item tracking requirements



Printing
 Warehouse 

Document Printing 
and Label Printing

IM Warehouse provides your 
personnel extensive functionality 

to manage all your shops stock 
operations. Can adapt to the needs of 

any retail, food or hospitality shop

Manage all warehouse operations in your 
restaurant, supermarket or retail shop 
with IM Warehouse

The extended warehouse functionality allows  
your shop Backoffice personnel to have full  
control of all stock operations such as:

 Purchase Order request and reception
 Transfer Order or Transfer Request to other shops  

and Transfer Reception from main warehouse
 Inventory or Stock Adjustment that are frequent in shops
 Sales Order management to prepare Picking Order 

received form e-commerce or preparing orders to be 
delivered to shop customers
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Manage your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business 
Central warehouse operations with a 
comprehensive Android based solution

IM Warehouse works natively with 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business 

Central in an Android environment. 
Extended basic location operations are 

managed in a user-friendly environment

Purchasing
 Purchase Order manual generation
 Purchase Order Directed
 Return Order generation and Return  

Picking reception
 Generation of manual Purchase  

Shipment for a defined vendor
 Item Barcode creation from warehouse

Stock Management
 Stock Information
 Stock Adjustment
 Stock Inventory both  

on-line and off-line

Stock Transfers
 Transfer Requests
 Transfer Orders, that can be direct or not
 Picking Transfers preparation
 Transfer Reception

Sales orders
 Sales Picking
 Packing List 

generation
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